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The Conveyance  Title:Onondaga Nation Clan of Snipe is help by the Onondaga Snipe Clan and filed at the Onondaga
Country Court House, 2004.Document was presented at the United Nations in 2008. All 749 Sovereign Tribal Nations of
 Indian Country have all been reinstated into the United Nations and our Constitution: The Great Binding Law of Peace is
also recognized at this international level. Your letter to the Tribal Leaders came out before the United Tribal Nations
Organization presented all this information in DC. on October 18, 2017. Through the process of the United Nations and all
native nations regaining their Sovereignty we were "Wards of the States" and the US Government was the "Guardians" of
our assets. This is no longer true, because of the "violation" of the US Government they will no longer keep our people in
an "oppressive state". No authority to control our lands, mineral rights, natural resources, education. We are presently
setting up IM accounts for all native people as we are all beneficiaries of our assets we are stipulating a $5,000.00 per
moth for each native over the age of 21.As for 25 CFR 151.10,25 CFR 151.11 and the Reorganization Act, 1934 our
people have the right to move/live anywhere on this continent, no buy back, no housing built before 2005. We the
Onondaga's will work with you to see that our people get fair housing 
. Our ancestor's had asked that we just be left to the peaceful and enjoyment of our lands! Now that the bees nest has
been rattled. The Mexican People are not immigrants, the European - Americans are and are here under  "Good Faith"
and under our  Foreign Policies can be DEPORTED!! These people are the ones that come under the DACA Law. Laurel
Iron Cloud has all this information and as the UN Representative you can contact me from now on, Thank you!!
 


